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Animals are capable of navigation even in the absence of prom-
inent landmark cues. This behavioral demonstration of path in-
tegration is supported by the discovery of place cells and other
neurons that show path-invariant response properties even in the
dark. That is, under suitable conditions, the activity of these
neurons depends primarily on the spatial location of the animal
regardless of which trajectory it followed to reach that position.
Althoughmanymodels of path integration have been proposed, no
known single theoretical framework can formally accommodate
their diverse computational mechanisms. Here we derive a set of
necessary and sufficient conditions for a general class of systems
that performs exact path integration. These conditions include
multiplicative modulation by velocity inputs and a path-invariance
condition that limits the structure of connections in the underlying
neural network. In particular, for a linear system to satisfy the path-
invariance condition, the effective synaptic weight matrices under
different velocities must commute. Our theory subsumes several
existing exact path integration models as special cases. We use
entorhinal grid cells as an example to demonstrate that our
framework can provide useful guidance for finding unexpected
solutions to the path integration problem. This framework may
help constrain future experimental and modeling studies pertain-
ing to a broad class of neural integration systems.

commutativity | attractor network | oscillatory interference |
dead reckoning | Fourier analysis

Even without allothetic or environmental cues, animals are
capable of finding their way home (1, 2), a process known as

path integration or dead reckoning. This “integrative process”
(3), whereby an internal representation of position is updated by
incoming inertial or self-motion cues, was hypothesized over
a century ago by Darwin (4) and Murphy (3). More recently,
potential neural correlates of path integration have been dis-
covered. For example, cells in brain regions associated with the
Papez circuit can signal the heading direction of an animal (5, 6);
grid cells in the entorhinal cortex presumably integrate this in-
formation and other self-motion cues to form a periodic spatial
code (7–9); and, downstream in the hippocampus, place cells
exhibit a sparser location code (10, 11).
Many computational models of path integration have been

proposed. For instance, two leading classes of models of grid cells
are continuous attractor networks (12–14) and oscillatory in-
terference models (15–20). These diverse models seemingly de-
scribe a diverse class of systems; however, deeper computational
principles may exist that unify the different cases of neural in-
tegration. Here we attempt to identify a general principle of path
integration by starting with the exact requirement of invariance to
movement trajectory in an arbitrary number of dimensions. This
general approach allows us to derive a set of necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for path integration and, for linear systems, to
find explicit solutions. This framework can help unify existing
models of path integration and also guide the search for un-
explored solutions. We demonstrate this utility by modeling var-
ious path integration systems such as grid cells, and we show that
several existing path integration models adhere to our framework.

Model
General System. We start with the most general case by considering
movement in a D-dimensional space with location coordinates de-
scribed by x ¼ ðx1; ···; xDÞT and movement velocity given by
v ¼ ðv1; ···; vDÞT ¼ dx=dt, where T indicates transpose. For exam-
ple, we have D ¼ 2 for location of a rat on the floor of a room. We
use an N-dimensional column vector u to describe the state or ac-
tivity of a network with N neurons. We assume that the network
obeys a generic dynamical equation of the form du=dt ¼ hðu; vÞ,
where the function h does not depend explicitly on location x
because here we focus only on velocity input and ignore any
landmark-based cues. As the location x changes in time, the
activity u can be solved as a function of time from the dynamical
equation. We say that the system performs exact path integration
if, starting from fixed initial conditions, the activity u at a final
location depends only on that location, irrespective of the
movement trajectory leading to that position (Fig. 1A). In other
words, now the activity u is path invariant and can be regarded as
an implicit function of location x. The path invariance implies
that du=dt ¼ hðu; vÞ ¼ FðuÞv for some function F. That is, the
dynamical equation can be written as

du
dt

¼ FðuÞv; [1]

where matrix F depends on the network state u but not on the
velocity v. To see this, consider the derivative chain rule,
du=dt ¼ ð∂u=∂xÞðdx=dtÞ ¼ ð∇uÞv, where the Jacobian matrix
∇u ¼ ∂u=∂x depends implicitly on x because u is an implicit
function of x. Assuming this implicit function is locally invertible,
we may write ∇u ¼ FðuÞ and obtain Eq. 1.
Exact path integration by Eq. 1 requires an additional condi-

tion. For simplicity we show the argument for D ¼ 2 here (for
generalization to higher dimensions, see SI Text 1). Consider the
differential form du ¼ f1dx1 þ f2dx2 of Eq. 1, where fk is the kth
column of F, which depends implicitly on x. If activity u is path
invariant, its cumulative increment over any closed movement
trajectory C must vanish: ∮C du ¼ 0. By Green’s theorem, this
means that ∮C du ¼∬Rð∂f2=∂x1 −∂f1=∂x2Þdx1dx2 ¼ 0 for any re-
gion R bounded by C. Hence ∂f2=dx1 ¼ ∂f1=dx2. For arbitrary
dimension D, this condition becomes

∂f ji
∂xk

¼ ∂f ki
∂xj

; [2]

where f ji is the entry in the ith row and jth column of matrix
F (i ¼ 1; ···;N and j; k ¼ 1; ···;D for D ≥ 2). Eq. 2 specifies a
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necessary and sufficient condition that guarantees that the dif-
ferential form du ¼ Fdx is integrable with respect to the spatial
variable x, which in turn means that activity depends on location
only and not on the movement trajectory. For D ¼ 2 or 3, Eq. 2
is equivalent to the curl-free condition for a gradient vector field
(F ¼ ∇u). In arbitrary dimensions, the general case of Eq. 2
follows from the Poincaré lemma (SI Text 1).
Eq. 1 implies that the rate of state change should be modulated

linearly by the velocity v. As shown in Fig. 1B, one way to implement
this general requirement is a model system where recurrent synapses
are multiplicatively modulated by velocity inputs (see Discussion for
other possibilities). Finally, note that Eq. 1 (as well as Eq. 3 below)
does not contain a decay term such as −u commonly seen in neural
models. We explain how this may be justified in SI Text 6.

Linear System. To gain a better understanding of the dynamical
equation (Eq. 1) and the path-invariance condition (Eq. 2), we
simplify the system by assuming that matrix FðuÞ is a linear function
of state u. That is, for FðuÞ ¼ ½f1ðuÞ; ···; fDðuÞ�, we assume each
column is a vector given by fkðuÞ ¼ ½f k1 ðuÞ; ···; f kNðuÞ�T ¼ Wku,
with Wk ¼ fwk

ijgi;j¼1;···;N being a weight matrix for each spatial
dimension k ¼ 1; ···;D. Here wk

ij is the weight of the connection
from unit j to unit i, and the superscript k indicates the spatial
dimension of velocity modulation. Now we can reformulate
Eq. 1 as

du
dt

¼
XD
k¼1

Wkuvk ¼
 XD

k¼1

Wkvk

!
u ¼ Weffu; [3]

where Weff ¼ fweff
ij gi;j¼1;···;N ¼PD

k¼1W
kvk is defined as the ef-

fective weight matrix. The effective weight from unit j to unit i
can be rewritten as:

weff
ij ¼

XD
k¼1

wk
ijvk ¼ wij · v; [4]

which is a dot product between the instantaneous velocity v and
a fixed weight vector wij ¼ ðw1

ij; ···;w
D
ij ÞT. Thus, the effective

weight is largest when velocity is aligned with the direction of the
weight vector, zero when the two vectors are orthogonal, and
negative when the angle between the two vectors is >90°. As
shown in Fig. 1B, the velocity-modulated connection between
a pair of units can be characterized by a single vector with the
appropriate orientation and magnitude.
Working with a linear system allows us to simplify the condi-

tion from Eq. 2 to the following:

WjWk ¼ WkWj [5]

for all j; k ¼ 1; ···;D (SI Text 1). In other words, the weight ma-
trices for different spatial dimensions must commute.

Results
Eigensolutions. We examine how the linear dynamical system in
Eq. 3 generates activity u as a function of location x. For all of
the examples considered in this paper, with the exception of the
linear tuning function (see Fig. 4A), we assume that the weight
matrices W1; ···;WD have distinct eigenvalues and are thus di-
agonalizable (general solutions without this assumption are
shown in SI Text 2). Because diagonalizable matrices share the
same eigenvectors if and only if they commute, the commutative
condition in Eq. 5 implies that these matrices have an identical
set of eigenvectors, although their eigenvalues may differ.
Whereas the solution to Eq. 3 specifies the activity u as

a function of time, we can replace time t with the position xðtÞ for
any trajectory because of path invariance. For simplicity we
choose our trajectory to start at the origin 0 and move toward x
at a constant velocity. Now Eq. 3 becomes a homogenous linear
differential equation with constant coefficients and its solution is
a linear combination of basis functions,

uðxÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

cizi exp
�
pTi x
�
; [6]

where pi ¼ ðλ1i ; ···; λDi ÞT, λki is the ith eigenvalue of matrix Wk, zi
is the associated eigenvector, and coefficient ci ¼ zTi uð0Þ. With
properly chosen eigenvectors and eigenvalues, this basis function
set fzi expðpTi xÞg can, in principle, approximate any smooth
function to arbitrary precision because it can at least provide
Fourier components when the eigenvalues are imaginary (SI Text
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Fig. 1. Constraints on a path integration network. (A) For the system to
perform exact path integration, the network state at location b should be the
same regardless of which path it took to get there from location a. (B) A four-
unit network with each recurrent connection node characterized by a weight
vector (wij in Eq. 4), shown as an arrow that represents the preferred direction
and the magnitude of velocity modulation. The effective weight of each
connection is the dot product between this weight vector wij and the
movement velocity v. The connection from neuron 4 to neuron 3 (Left, shaded
box) is expanded (Right), showing that each weight vector can be imple-
mented by summing excitatory synapses (green) and inhibitory synapses (red,
via interneurons) if these synapses are multiplicatively modulated by the
component velocity inputs. (C) Illustration of commutativity condition (Eq. 5)
for a linear network when one of two paths is followed: ab (blue) or ba
(orange). For movement in a straight line (a or b), the effective weights are
represented by the size of the dots and whether they are open (positive value)
or closed (negative value). For the commutativity condition to hold, the dot
product of the blue vectors should equal the dot product of the orange
vectors. The blue vector (shaded) on the left represents the outputs from
neuron 1 for direction a, whereas the blue vector on the right represents the
inputs to neuron 4 for direction b (and vice versa for the orange vectors).
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2). Weights for the linear system can be learned by a local su-
pervised learning rule (SI Text 4 and Fig. S1).

Illustrating the Commutative Condition. At first glance, the com-
mutative condition (Eq. 5) is not intuitive in a biological context.
For a more concrete illustration, we restate the condition as
a discrete version for arbitrary movement directions. First, we
choose two displacement vectors a and b (Fig. 1C). Using the
matrix exponential to solve Eq. 3, we have uðaÞ ¼ Wauð0Þ, where
Wa ¼ expðPD

j¼1W
jajÞ with a ¼ ða1; ···; aDÞT. It is easy to see that

path invariance requires commutativity of Wa with Wb because
the final activity along path ab is uðabÞ ¼ WbWauð0Þ, which
should equal uðbaÞ, implying WbWa ¼ WaWb for all a; b, in-
cluding movements in cardinal directions (as in Eq. 5).
Now we look at any pair of units and define the net influence

of unit i on unit j along path ab as the dot product of two sets of
connections for two movement segments: those from unit i to all
units for movement a (ith row ofWa and blue row in Fig. 1C) and
those from all units to unit j for movement b (jth row of Wb and
blue column in Fig. 1C). By Eq. 5, this net influence must stay the
same along path ba. Thus, for a pair of units, path invariance
puts restriction on connections involving all units in the network
and not just on direct connections.

Grid Cell Simulation. Grid cells in the rat medial entorhinal cortex
fire in a hexagonal pattern. Nearby cells have the same orientation
and spatial frequency but differing spatial phases, and their firing
patterns are maintained in the dark (7). Here we simulate the
spatial pattern of grid cell firing with a linear system governed by
Eqs. 3 and 5.We show that thismethod can guide us to find diverse
solutions that generate the same hexagonal activity pattern.
All of the examples in this section are based on sinusoidal

basis functions, which are special cases of the exponential func-
tions in Eq. 6 with purely imaginary eigenvalues (SI Text 2). We
first consider a minimal network. Because a hexagonal grid can
be generated by combining three sinusoids, the smallest network
possible has six neurons. The connection scheme (Fig. 2A) does
not show any obvious hexagonal symmetry and may even look
quite random, yet the weight matrices commute and can gener-
ate a hexagonal activity pattern by integrating velocity inputs
(Fig. 2 B and C). Each cell has the same activity pattern but
spatially shifted according to their relative spatial phases.
As another example, we choose a regular arrangement of

spatial phases and a regular connection pattern where each
neuron receives symmetric inputs from its six nearest neighbors
(Fig. 3 and Fig. S2A). In this example, the hexagonal activity
pattern arises due to the inherent hexagonal symmetry of the
connections. Each neuron connects to a uniformly spaced ring of
other neurons and each weight vector is proportional to the
relative spatial positions of the connected neurons, ensuring that
the weight matrices commute (Fig. S2 and SI Text 3).
We also studied a large network with many neurons with ran-

dom spatial phases and found that, on average, there was a weak
preference for preferred velocities out of phase with the grid ori-
entation (Fig. S3 B–D). By contrast, for the case of evenly spaced
spatial phases as in Fig. 3, the preferred weight directions all lined
up exactly with the grid (Fig. S3A), an observation that is more
consistent with grid cell studies (21), hinting that such biological
systems may favor a radially symmetric connection scheme.

Example Solutions from the Linear System. Any linear path in-
tegration system can be built using the eigensolutions described
above after identifying the dimensionality of the system and the
basis functions of the desired spatial activity pattern. A broad class
of path integration systems can be simulated in this way, covering
various dimensionalities and types of space, either periodic or
nonperiodic. Several examples of these linear systems are shown
in Fig. 4. In the one-dimensional examples, a sinusoid solution

(Fig. 4A, Left) is generated by using a weight matrix with a pair
of imaginary eigenvalues, whereas a linear activity pattern (Fig. 4A,
Right) is generated by using a weight matrix with repeated eigen-
values of zero. In higher dimensions, arbitrarily complex patterns
can be generated, ranging from an image of a human eye to a hy-
pothetical 3D grid cell (Fig. 4 B and C). Because the solution set
scales with the number of neurons and not dimensionality, a mini-
mal model of 3D grid cells requires only two additional neurons
beyond the six-unit minimal model of 2D grid cells.

min max

9 minutes

30 minutes

A

B

C

Fig. 2. A six-unit grid cell network. (A) Weights were found for a network
with randomly chosen spatial phases. This network is shown using the same
convention as in Fig. 1B. (B) Simulated trajectory over 9 min is shown (black
line). To display activity, spikes are plotted as colored dots whenever a unit’s
activity crosses 75% of its maximum. If multiple units simultaneously cross the
threshold, only the unit with highest activity is displayed. Color scheme is same
as in A. Inset shows the spatial phases for each unit on top of the underlying
hexagonal tiles. (C) For a full 30-min session, the average unit activity at each
position (100 × 100 bins) for the first neuron (previously in red) is shown. White
indicates positions not visited in the simulation. See SI Text 7 for further details.
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Existing Exact Path Integration Models. We chose four disparate
models of exact path integrators and asked whether they adhere
to our conditions. These four models are a linear eye position
integrator, nonlinear bump attractor networks, oscillatory in-
terference models, and a 3D head orientation model. Although
the actual computational mechanisms in these examples are
radically different, we find that these models all obey the same
mathematical conditions of Eqs. 1 and 2 to achieve exact path
integration (see SI Text 5 for details and proofs). Briefly, a linear
eye position integrator model that produces firing rates pro-
portional to position (22, 23) is consistent with our theory in one-
dimensional space. The continuous attractor network (24–26)
supports a stable activity pattern that can be moved by velocity
inputs. We must first let the system settle to a stable activity
pattern, after which it performs exact path integration. The os-
cillatory interferencemodels (15, 16, 20, 27) of grid cells and place
cells perform path integration by modulating the oscillator fre-
quencies. Although the activity of the interfering oscillators is not
spatially invariant, the envelope is. Finally, in a recent vestibular
model (28), angular velocity, an inexact differential quantity, is
integrated to calculate head orientation. We must first convert to
a coordinate system where velocity is an exact differential quan-
tity. With respect to the new coordinates, the system is an exact
integrator.

Discussion
Path integration is a general mechanism used in various neural
models. Insight into the fundamental computational principles
behind accurate path integration can both unify existingmodels and
provide guidance for future investigations into unexplored mech-
anisms. Here we have derived necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for exact path integration under very general assumptions.
These two conditions, multiplicative modulation and equivalence

of mixed partial derivatives, arise from the chain rule and the
Poincaré lemma, respectively. Each of these results bears theoret-
ical and experimental implications for path integration.
The first condition, multiplicative modulation of inputs by

velocity, is intuitively sound because doubling the speed should
double the drive to move the system along the manifold of po-
sition. Various neural systems have been shown to use multi-
plication, including gain fields of parietal area 7a neurons (29),
looming-sensitive neurons of the locust visual system (30), and
conjunctive cells of the entorhinal cortex (31). Various models
exist to explain how this multiplication could be implemented in
a biologically plausible manner. Exponentiation by active mem-
brane conductances of summed logarithmic synaptic inputs gives
rise to an effective multiplication of inputs (32, 33). Another
dendritic mechanism is that of nonlinear interaction of nearby
inputs on a dendritic tree to yield multiplication followed by
summation at the soma of more distal inputs (34). Alternatively,
multiplication can be achieved through network effects via
a properly tuned recurrent network (35). Finally, there are hints
that synchrony of inputs and interplay with the theta rhythm
could allow for one input to modulate other inputs (36, 37).
Multiplication in a real biological system may require additional
mechanisms to deal with negative weights and the degenerate
case of zero net input at zero velocity.
The second condition constrains the connectivity of a path-

invariant network. Computationally, equality of mixed partial
derivatives provides a robust condition for identifying whether
a model is path invariant. Experimentally, verifying path in-
variance and linking connectivity to activity patterns are more
difficult. One way to test the equality of mixed partial derivatives
is by in vivo patch clamp of a neuron to measure synaptic cur-
rents over a variety of paths (38). Whereas these data could

Fig. 3. A nine-unit grid cell network with spatial symmetry. Each unit
connects to its six nearest neighbors. These connections are illustrated for
two of the units (green and red dots). Arrows indicate preferred directions
for each weight. For the red unit, the connections wrap around the tile to
the opposite edge (identified by the arrowheads). A tessellation of the
hexagonal tile is also shown, illustrating that these units are evenly spaced.

min max

A

B

C

2 2

8 200

2 4 396

Fig. 4. Diverse activity patterns can be generated by a linear network per-
forming exact path integration in multiple dimensions. (A) In one dimension,
the solution set includes sinusoids (Left, periodic as seen in head direction cells)
and first-order polynomials (Right, nonperiodic as seen in the eye position in-
tegrator of the oculomotor system). (B) In two dimensions, the solutions are
superpositions of one-dimensional patterns. These patterns can be a single si-
nusoidal grating (Left), two gratings at 90° to form a square grid (Center; this
pattern is generated by the four-unit network of Fig. 1B), or a large number of
sinusoids to forma representationofan imageofahumaneye (Right). (C) These
solutions generalize to higher dimensions. In three dimensions, a grid based on
thehexagonal close-packed lattice (Left) or a place cell basedona large number
of random-frequency zero-phase sinusoids (Right) can be formed. The numbers
below indicate the number of units used to generate that spatial pattern.
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provide support for path invariance, a complete network needs
to be identified to have a full characterization of the dynamics of
the system. For example, in our small grid cell network in Fig. 2,
even if it could be measured experimentally, the connection matrix
exhibits no clear symmetry, yet it produces hexagonal symmetry in
its activity. Thus, one needs an explicit, quantitative model for such
cases. Recent technological advancements would allow a model to
be tested against simultaneously measured connectivity and activ-
ity. By combining focal optogenetic control of neurons (39),
two-photon calcium imaging of a large number of neurons (40),
recordings from freely moving animals via virtual reality (41) or
miniaturization of optics (42), and reconstruction of neural con-
nectivity via serial EM (43) or postmortem in vitro path clamping
(44), one could both record and manipulate the functional and

anatomical properties of path-invariant neurons on a large scale.
Even then, accurate measurement of all network parameters
would be difficult but simplifications, such as a linear approxima-
tion studied here, could make the problem more tractable.
Finally, although we have focused on spatial invariance in this

paper, our results are not just limited to systems that are involved
in navigation. The many other neural systems that use in-
tegration (45, 46) conform to our results as well, provided that
they can be cast under our mathematical framework.
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1. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Path Invariance. In this
section we show that a generic network described by Eq. 1 in the
main text is an exact (i.e., path-invariant) integrator if and only
if it satisfies Eq. 2 for partial derivatives. For a linear network,
this condition reduces to the matrix commutativity condition in
Eq. 5.
As in the main text, let x= (x1,···, xD)

T be the encoded variable
in D-dimensional space, v = (v1,···, vD)

T = dx/dt be the velocity,
and u = (u1,···, uN)

T be the activities of N neurons in a network,
with T indicating transpose. Path invariance requires that the
activities u depend implicitly on location x, regardless of the
trajectory. On the basis of the derivative chain rule

du
dt

¼ ∂u
∂x

dx
dt

; [S1]

where

∂u
∂x

¼ ∇u ¼

2
6666664

∂u1
∂x1

···
∂u1
∂xD

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∂uN
∂x1

···
∂uN
∂xD

3
7777775

[S2]

is the gradient or Jacobian matrix, we argue that the dynamics of
the neural network should obey Eq. 1 in the main text, which reads

du
dt

¼ FðuÞv; [S3]

where

FðuÞ ¼

2
6664
f 11 ðuÞ ··· fD1 ðuÞ
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

f 1NðuÞ ··· fDN ðuÞ

3
7775 ¼ �f1ðuÞ; ···; fDðuÞ�: [S4]

In general, the system in Eq. S3 is not an exact integrator; that is,
its activity u at a given location xmay depend on which trajectory
was actually followed to reach that location. We see intuitively by
comparing Eqs. S1 and S3 that matrix F should be a gradient
given by F = ∇u if the activity u obtained from Eq. S3 is indeed
path invariant.
A more precise formulation of this argument involves the

Poincaré lemma, which states that a differentiable 1-form ω de-
fined everywhere in a D-dimensional cube is exact if and only if it
is also closed (1). In our case, ω ¼ du ¼ FðuÞdx ¼PD

i¼1f
iðuÞdxi

with u depending implicitly on x. The requirement for path
invariance amounts to requiring that ω be exact or integrable
with respect to x, meaning that there exists some function g(x)
such that ω = dg. For this relation to hold true a necessary and
sufficient condition is that ω must be closed; that is, its exterior
derivative must vanish:

dω ¼
XD
j;k¼1

�
∂f j

∂xk
−
∂fk

∂xj

�
dxjdxk ¼ 0: [S5]

It follows that mixed partial derivatives must be equal, giving us
Eq. 2 from the main text:

∂f ji
∂xk

¼ ∂f ki
∂xj

[S6]

for all i = 1,···, N and j, k = 1,···, D. The argument above is valid
in space of any dimension D ≥ 2.
Next we further assume that F is linear, so fkðuÞ ¼

½f k1 ðuÞ; f k2 ðuÞ; ···; f kNðuÞ�T ¼ Wku, or f ki ¼PN
j¼1w

k
ijuj, where wk

ij is
a weight tensor that describes the connection strength from unit j
to unit i modulated by velocity in direction k. To satisfy the
condition for the Poincaré lemma, ∂f j/∂xk = ∂W ju/∂xk = W jf k =
W jWku must equal ∂f k/∂xj = WkW ju for all k, j, and u. In the
derivation above, the relation ∇u = F or ∂u/∂xk = fk was used. It
follows that all of the weight matrices must commute; that is, for
all k and j we must have

W jW k ¼ W kW j: [S7]

This is Eq. 5 of the main text.

2. Linear SystemSolutions. In this section we generalize the solution
to the linear system in Eq. 3 of the main text by allowing mul-
tiplicities or identical eigenvalues of the weight matrices. Then
we describe a method for building a linear system with any de-
sired activity pattern by first transforming the spatial patterns to
their equivalent Fourier basis set and then calculating the weight
matrices.
2.1. General form of solutions. In the main text, by assuming weight
matrices with distinct eigenvalues, we found that a general so-
lution to Eq. 3 is a linear combination of basis functions of the
form zi expðpTi xÞ (Eq. 6). We now relax the restriction on distinct
eigenvalues to derive a more general solution. By path invariance
we know that u(t) = u(x(t)), where we write u as a function of
either time t or location x. Given the initial condition u(0) at the
origin x = 0, we can calculate the activity u(x) for any position
x = (x1,···, xD)

T by moving with a constant velocity v = x so that
u(t = 1) = u(0 + v × 1) = u(x). The new solution is

uðxÞ ¼ expðWxÞuð0Þ [S8]

with Wx ¼PD
j¼1W

jxj.
Using the Jordan canonical form, we can decompose each

weight matrix as Wj ¼ Wj
d þWj

n, where Wj
d is a diagonalizable

matrix and Wj
n is a nilpotent matrix, with Wj

dW
j
n ¼ Wj

nW
j
d (2).

Because each diagonalizable matrix Wj
d can be expressed as

a polynomial of the original matrix Wj assuming that Wj is
nonderogatory (i.e., each distinct eigenvalue has geometric
multiplicity 1, corresponding to exactly one Jordan block) (2),
the commutativity of the original weight matrices in Eq. S7 im-
plies that the diagonalizable components of these matrices also
commute; namely, Wj

dW
k
d ¼ Wk

dW
j
d for all j and k. Diagonaliz-

able matrices that commute are simultaneously diagonalizable,
so we can write Wj

d ¼ SDjS−1, where matrix S contains the
shared eigenvectors as its columns and the diagonal matrix
Dj ¼ diagðλj1; ···; λjNÞ contains all eigenvalues λji of Wj

d. Thus,
we have

Wx ¼ S

 XD
j¼1

Djxj

!
S−1 þ

XD
j¼1

Wj
nxj: [S9]

Using
PD

j¼1D
jxj ¼ diagðpT1 x; ···; pTNxÞ with pTi ¼ ðλ1i ; ···; λDi Þ, we

rewrite Eq. S8 as
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uðxÞ ¼ S

2
664
expðpT1 xÞ ··· 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ··· expðpTNxÞ

3
775S−1 exp

 XD
j¼1

Wj
nxj

!
uð0Þ:

[S10]

This general solution is almost identical to the solution for di-
agonalizable weight matrices given in the main text (Eq. 6) except
for the exponential matrix expðPD

j¼1W
j
nxjÞ, which is actually a

polynomial in x because Wj
n is a nilpotent matrix.

2.2. Fourier method. We start with the general solution in Eq. 6 of
the main text,

uðxÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

cizi exp
�
pTi x
�
; [S11]

where pi ¼ ðλ1i ; ···; λDi ÞT is a set of eigenvalues, with λki being the
ith eigenvalue of matrix Wk and zi the associated eigenvector.
The coefficient ci ¼ zTi uð0Þ is completely determined and not a
free parameter. For function approximation, there are a total of
N(N − 1) + ND free parameters in Eq. S11: ND parameters for
specifying the eigenvalues (p1,···, pN) and N(N − 1) parameters
for specifying the normalized eigenvectors (z1,···, zN). The basis
function set fzi expðpTi xÞg can be used to approximate any smooth
function. For example, to obtain a sinusoid as a Fourier basis
function, we can linearly combine a pair of exponential functions
with conjugate imaginary eigenvalues. Because any smooth func-
tion can be at least approximated by a Fourier basis set, we limit
ourselves to simultaneously diagonalizable matrices with imagi-
nary eigenvalues, resulting in basis functions that are sinusoids.We
first represent any given desired spatial patterns u(x) = (u1(x),···,
uN (x))T for N units by a finite sum of sinusoids,

uiðxÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

Aij cos
�
qTj x
�
þ Bij sin

�
qTj x
�
; [S12]

where q1,···, qn are distinct D-dimensional vectors that describe
the orientations and spacings of the basis sinusoidal gratings and
the scalar amplitudes Aij and Bij are readily obtained by the least-
squares method. (Here qi is related to the eigenvalues pi in Eq.
S11 by qi ¼ ±

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−1

p
pi.) An equivalent vector formulation reads

uiðxÞ ¼ cTi bðxÞ; [S13]

where cTi ¼ ½Ai1; ···;Ain;Bi1; ···;Bin� and bðxÞ ¼ ½cosðqT1 xÞ; ···;
cosðqTnxÞ; sinðqT1 xÞ; ···; sinðqTnxÞ�T is the basis set with 2n linearly
independent sinusoids. To include all of the units, we write

uðxÞ ¼
2
4 u1ðxÞ

⋮
uNðxÞ

3
5 ¼

2
4 cT1

⋮
cTN

3
5

|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
C

bðxÞ ¼ CbðxÞ: [S14]

Next, to attain the network weights Wk, we calculate the activity
gradient as

∂uðxÞ
∂xk

¼ ∂ðCbðxÞÞ
∂xk

¼ C



0 −Qk
Qk 0

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Sk

bðxÞ ¼ CSkbðxÞ; [S15]

where Qk = diag(q1k,···, qnk) with (qi1,···, qiD)
T = qi, and we write

the weighted activity as

WkuðxÞ ¼ WkCbðxÞ: [S16]

Because Eqs. S15 and S16 have to be equal (∂u/∂xk = Wku) for
all values of b(x), we find

CSk ¼ WkC: [S17]

To guarantee the existence of a solution, we assume that the
number of units in the network is no less than the number of
independent sinusoids (n ≥ 2n) and that C has full rank (rank
C = 2n). Now a general solution to Eq. S17 reads

Wk ¼ CSkC† þ Y
�
IN −CC†


; [S18]

where C† denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse, Y is an
arbitrary N × N matrix, and IN is the N × N identity matrix
(2). The solution is not unique when n > 2n. Here we simply set
Y = 0 and choose the unique solution

Wk ¼ CSkC†: [S19]

These weight matrices are guaranteed to commute because
C†C = I2n and SkSl = SlSk, so that

WkWl ¼ CSkC†CSlC† ¼ CSkSlC† ¼ CSlSkC† ¼ WlWk: [S20]

In summary, given the desired activity patterns u(x), we ap-
proximate them in terms of a sinusoidal basis set b(x) to form the
matrices S1,···, SD and to find the coefficient matrix C. We then
use Eq. S19 to determine the network weights.

3. Examples of Commutativity of Weight Structure. In this section we
consider several concrete examples that guarantee commutative
weight matrices.
3.1. Commutativity of symmetric weights. Here we show that the
symmetric weight scheme used in Fig. 3 of the main text guar-
antees commutativity of the weight matrices and hence path
invariance. In this scheme, each unit is surrounded by 6 units
spaced evenly on a circle of radius r, and this unit receives inputs
from only the units that are on this surrounding circle (Fig. 3 and
Fig. S2). The weight vector for the connection between 2 units is
proportional to the vector connecting the spatial phases of the 2
units. As illustrated in Fig. S2B, the weight vector from unit j to
unit i is

wij ¼
"
w1
ij

w2
ij

#
¼ K



cos θ
sin θ

�
; [S21]

where the superscripts indicate spatial dimensions, K is a con-
stant, and θ is the polar angle of the vector pointing from unit j to
unit i with respect to the coordinate system (red axes in Fig.
S2B). There is no self-connection (wl

kk ¼ 0). To verify the com-
mutativity condition in Eq. S7, we rewrite it in component form,

XN
k¼1

w1
ikw

2
kj ¼

XN
k¼1

w2
ikw

1
kj; [S22]

where the summation is over all n = 9 units in the network. By
ignoring any difference in orientation, two-step indirect con-
nections from any unit j to another unit i have only two possible
patterns (Fig. S2C), depending on whether the shortest distance
between the two units is r or

ffiffiffi
3

p
r. In both cases there are two

intermediate units a and b, so Eq. S22 becomes

w1
iaw

2
aj þ w1

ibw
2
bj ¼ w2

iaw
1
aj þ w2

ibw
1
bj: [S23]

Because wia = wbj and wib = waj by the way the weight vectors
are specified, we can rewrite the left-hand side of Eq. S23 as
w1
bjw

2
ib þ w1

ajw
2
ia, which is indeed equal to the right-hand side.

3.2. Other special examples. Here we discuss two special network
structures that guarantee path invariance. For the first example,
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we suppose the network dynamics in Eq. 1 (or Eq. S3) are state
independent, namely, F(u) = M, where M = {mik} (i = 1,···, N
and k = 1,···, D) is an arbitrary constant matrix. This system
satisfies the equality of mixed partial derivatives from Eq. 2 (or
Eq. S6) because they all vanish. The activity of each unit i
depends linearly on location x as given by the dot product
ui ¼

PD
k¼1mikxk ¼ mT

i x with mi = (mi1,···, miD)
T.

The second example is a linear system (Eq. 3) with all identical
weights W1 = W2 = ··· WD, which trivially commute and satisfy
Eq. 5 (or Eq. S7). We can drop the subscripts in the eigenvalues
and write the eigenvalue vector in Eq. S11 (or Eq. 6) as pi = λi1,
where 1 = (1,···, 1)T has D entries. The solution in Eq. S11 now
becomes uðxÞ ¼PN

i¼1cizi expðλi1TxÞ. Note that the activity stays
unchanged: u(x + Δx) = u(x), for any displacement Δx per-
pendicular to the vector 1 because 1T (x + Δx) = 1Tx. Thus, the
dynamics collapse onto a single dimension given by 1, and the
spatial activity pattern u varies only along this axis.

4. Linear System Learning Rule. The desired weights of the linear
network in Eq. 3 of the main text can be learned by a local su-
pervised learning rule starting from random initial weights.
During learning, we assume that the desired network activity
pattern s as a function of location x is set up by other cues such
as landmarks without relying on the path integration mechanism.
Define an error function as E ¼ 1

2ð_s− _uÞTð_s− _uÞ; where _s is the
desired time derivative and _u ¼ ðPD

j¼1W
jvjÞu is the actual time

derivative given by Eq. 3 of the main text. Gradient descent on
the error function yields the learning rule

Δwk
ij ¼ −α

∂E
∂wk

ij
¼ αvkuj

�
_si − _ui


; [S24]

where α > 0 is the learning rate. Depending on the instantaneous
velocity, the weight matrices that line up the most with that di-
rection will be updated the most at that time. As long as all di-
rections are sufficiently sampled, proper weights will be learned.
The solution is not unique if the network is too large, as expected
from Eq. S18. An example showing convergence of the weights
to the proper values is shown in Fig. S1.

5. Examples of Exact Integrators. In the following we examine four
existing examples of exact path integrators and confirm that they
are indeed equivalent to the form given by Eq. S3 with condition
Eq. S6 also satisfied.
Example 1: Linear eye position integrator. For a linear eye position
integrator model, its dynamics obeys the differential equation

τ
dui
dt

¼ −ui þ
XN
j¼1

wijuj þ civ; [S25]

where ui is the activity of the ith neuron, wij is the connection
weight from neuron j to neuron i, and v = dE/dt is the eye ve-
locity signal from the vestibular afferents with E being the eye
position (3, 4). The weight matrix wij is supposed to have an
eigenvalue λ1 = 1 whereas the remaining eigenvalues all have
real parts <1. Once the system settles into the eigenstate asso-
ciated with the eigenvalue λ1 = 1, we can reduce Eq. S25 to
the form

du
dt

¼ kv; [S26]

where u is the amplitude for that eigenstate and k is a constant
coefficient. This equation means that u is a linear function of the
eye position E. Eq. S26 is a special case of Eq. S3 in one-di-
mensional space. Although in general Eq. S25 is not an exact
integrator, it becomes one after it has settled into its stable

eigenstate, and the system becomes consistent with our general
equation.
Example 2: Continuous attractor recurrent network. Attractor networks
have been used to model head direction cells, place cells, and grid
cells (5, 6). Here we consider the activity pattern u = u(x, t) of
a continuum of neurons as a function of time t and a continuous
spatial index x that specifies the neurons in the continuum (7).
Assuming that the connection weights are shift invariant, namely,
the connection between two neurons depends only on their rel-
ative locations, we have the dynamical equation

τ
∂u
∂t

¼−uþW ∗ gðuÞ; [S27]

where τ is a time constant, g is the gain function that describes
the input–output relation of individual neurons, and ∗ indicates
convolution with respect to the spatial index. When the weight
pattern is symmetric, the system allows a stationary activity bump
that satisfies the equation

−uþW ∗ gðuÞ ¼ 0: [S28]

The modified equation below is an exact integrator that can keep
the same shape of the activity bump as in the stationary case while
the bump moves at an instantaneous velocity v,

τ
∂u
∂t

¼−uþ ðW − τv ·∇W Þ ∗ gðuÞ; [S29]

where ∇ = (∂/∂x1,···, ∂/∂xD) is the gradient (8). At first glance, this
equation looks very different from our general Eq. S3. To see
their relationship, note that because the traveling activity bump
has identical shape to the stationary activity bump, it also satisfies
Eq. S28. Subtracting this equation from Eq. S29, we obtain

∂u
∂t

¼ −v ·∇ðW ∗ gðuÞÞ; [S30]

where we have used the following identity for convolution:
(∇W) ∗ g(u) = ∇(W ∗ g(u)). Using Eq. S28 again, we can rewrite
Eq. S30 as

∂u
∂t

¼ −v ·∇u: [S31]

Except for the negative sign, this equation is equivalent to the
derivative chain rule in Eq. S1 from which our general theory
is derived.
The negative sign in Eq. S31 is due to the fact that here the

derivative ∇ = ∂/∂x is with respect to the index x of the neuronal
population, whereas the derivative in our general theory is with
respect to the encoded variable, which is denoted by x̂ here to
make a distinction. Let ϕ(x) describe the stereotyped shape of
the activity bump center at 0. Then the activity bump centered at
the true value of the encoded variable x̂ is u ¼ ϕðx− x̂Þ. It follows
that ∂u=∂x ¼ −∂u=∂x̂, which accounts for the flip of sign.
The continuous attractor network in Eq. S29 differs from the

standard form of our general theory, and the system cannot
perform exact path integration before its transient activity has
reached a stable state. Once the system has settled into a stable
traveling activity bump with stereotyped shape, the dynamics of
the continuous attractor network become an exact integrator and
have exactly the same form as required by our general theory, as
shown above.
Example 3: Interference of velocity-modulated oscillators. In oscillatory
interference models (9–11), the total synaptic input to a neuron
(such as a grid cell or a place cell) is a sum of the activities of n
theta oscillators,
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I ¼
Xn
k¼1

wk cosϕk; [S32]

where ϕk is the phase of oscillator k and wk is the weight. The
instantaneous frequency of each oscillator k is given by dϕk/dt
and is assumed to have the form

dϕk

dt
¼ ωþ pk · v; [S33]

where ω is the base theta frequency that is common among all
oscillators although it may vary with time, vector v is the in-
stantaneous running velocity, and each oscillator has a preferred
running direction that is specified by the direction of the vector
pk. There are already some experimental results in support of
Eq. S33 (11).

This system is an exact path integrator in the sense that the
envelope of the signal given by Eq. S32 has the same spatial
profile regardless of the trajectory taken. By the envelope rule
(12), the envelope can be written as

E ¼
�����
Xn
k¼1

wk expðiϕkÞ
����� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
k¼1

Xn
l¼1

wkwl cosðϕk −ϕlÞ
s

; [S34]

where the common carrier wave described by the common fre-
quency ω has disappeared. By integrating Eq. S33 from time 0 to
time t, we obtain

ϕkðtÞ−ϕlðtÞ ¼ ϕkð0Þ−ϕlð0Þ þ ðpk −plÞ · ½xðtÞ− xð0Þ�; [S35]

where x(t) and x(0) are the animal’s location at time t and time 0,
respectively. Thus, the final envelope in Eq. S34 depends on the
final position x(t) but not the actual trajectory.
This system is consistent with our general theory because for

each given u ≡ ϕk − ϕl we have

du
dt

¼ p · v; [S36]

where p ≡ pk − pl is a constant vector. This is a trivial case of our
general Eq. S3, and condition Eq. S6 is also satisfied because the
derivative of a constant vector always vanishes.
Example 4: Calculating head-centered gravity from angular velocity.
Representation of head orientation in 3D space may be per-
formed by integrating head angular velocity ω (from vestibular
afferents) to calculate head-centered gravity g using the follow-
ing equation (13):

dg
dt

¼ −ω × g: [S37]

This equation does not appear to conform to our invariance
conditions because the mixed partial derivatives are unequal, and
yet it still performs accurate integration. This problem arises
because angular velocity ω is an inexact differential quantity
and rotations do not commute. For example, a roll followed by
a pitch is different from a pitch followed by a roll. Nonetheless,
this model comes into agreement with our theory if we convert
it to a path-invariant coordinate system by using Euler angles

(ϕ, θ, ψ) that describe head orientation relative to a fixed ref-
erence frame. Plugging

ω ¼
2
4 sinψ sin θ cosψ 0
cosψ sin θ −sinψ 0

cos θ 0 1

3
5
2
4 _ϕ

_θ
_ψ

3
5 [S38]

into Eq. S37 yields

dg
dt

¼
2
4 −gz cosψ sin θþ gy cos θ gz sinψ gy

gz sinψ sin θþ gx cos θ gz cosψ −gx
−gy sinψ sin θþ gx cosψ sin θ −gy cosψ− gx sinψ 0

3
5
2
4 _ϕ

_θ
_ψ

3
5;

[S39]

with (gx, gy, gz)
T = g, which can be further expressed as

where g0 is the value of g with respect to the reference frame
when (ϕ, θ, ψ) = (0, 0, 0). By setting u = g and x = (ϕ, θ, ψ)T,
now Eq. S39 conforms to Eq. S3 and, with a quick check of the
mixed partial derivatives, fulfills Eq. S6 as well. Although Euler
angles are sufficient for our purpose here, they are by no means
a unique coordinate system to show compatibility with the gen-
eral theory; other coordinate systems may work as well. The
consideration above demonstrates an important caveat: Although
an exact path integrator must follow the conditions of multi-
plicative modulation and equality of mixed partial derivatives,
these computations are performed with respect to a proper co-
ordinate system but not necessarily for arbitrary variables (e.g.,
angular velocity).

6. Remarks on Transient Decay in a Path Integrator.One may wonder
why the basic dynamical equation in the main text (Eq. 1) does
not contain a decay term −u as commonly seen in neural models.
There are at least two possible ways for accommodating a decay
term in the dynamics while still maintaining consistency with Eq.
1. We demonstrate the first possibility by considering the linear
case of Eq. 1 as given by Eq. 3 of the main text,

du
dt

¼ Weffu; [S41]

where Weff ¼PD
k¼1W

kvk is the effective weight matrix, with v =
(v1,···, vD)

T being the velocity. Because Eq. S41 is equivalent to

du
dt

¼ −uþ �Weff þ I

u; [S42]

where I is the N × N identity matrix, we have incorporated the
decay term −u here without altering the actual dynamics. Here
adding a constant (velocity-independent) diagonal matrix to the
original effective weight matrix Weff is equivalent to adding ex-
citatory self-connections (autapse) to all units in the network.
The second possibility is more intriguing. Note that in SI Text 5,

Example 1: Linear eye position integrator, the dynamical equation
(Eq. S25) contains a decay term (−ui), but after the system
settles into an equilibrium state, the new equation (Eq. S26) no
longer has any decay term. Similarly, in SI Text 5, Example 2:
Continuous attractor recurrent network, the original nonlinear
dynamical equation (Eq. S27) also contains a decay term (−u)

g ¼
2
4 cosψ cosϕ− cos θ sinϕ sinψ cosψ sinϕþ cos θ cosϕ sinψ sinψ sin θ
−sinψ cosϕ− cos θ sinϕ cosψ − sinψ sinϕþ cos θ cosϕ cosψ cosψ sin θ

sin θ sinϕ −sin θ cosϕ cos θ

3
5g0; [S40]
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but, when an equilibrium state is reached, the decay term van-
ishes from Eq. S30 (or Eq. S31). In both examples above, the
original dynamical systems cannot perform path integration ex-
actly unless the transient dynamics due to the decay terms have
already decayed. Only when the systems settle into their equi-
librium states (attractor states) do they begin to behave as exact
path integrators that satisfy Eq. 1 of the main text. Therefore, in
general Eq. 1 (or Eq. 3 for the linear case) may represent the
desired dynamics of an exact integrator only after they have al-
ready reached an equilibrium state, whereas the original dy-
namics (allowing transient decays) can be more complicated. In
the main text we have considered only the most straightforward

interpretation of Eq. 3 (or Eq. S41) without using any decay term
or more complicated dynamics.

7. Simulation Parameters.Differential equations were simulated in
MATLAB (MathWorks) using the ode113 function, which is
a variable-order Adams–Bashforth–Moulton Prediction-Evalua-
tion-Correction-Evaluation (PECE) solver. The time step for the
grid cell simulation was set at 18 ms for display purposes. Default
error tolerances were used. Animal trajectory was simulated by
generating a uniform random variable, convolving with a 25-
point rectangular window, and then scaling so that the maximum
velocity is <50 cm/s.
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Fig. S1. Convergence of weights in a linear network by gradient descent learning. We learned the weights used in the network in Fig. 2 by the learning rule in
Eq. S24. (A) Five representative weights are shown out of a total of 72 component weights. Each target weight is denoted by a circle at the endpoint. Weights
were initialized at random values. (B) The sum of the squared error for all weights is shown as a function of time. The error gradually approached zero,
indicating the convergence of all of the weights to their proper values.
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Fig. S2. Grid cell network with radially symmetric connections always have commutative weight matrices. (A) The spatial phases (left) and full weight con-
nection structure (right) of the network from Fig. 3 of the main text are shown. Note the regularity in weight patterns. (B) The weight structure is radially
symmetric. Each unit receives inputs only from a surrounding ring of units, with the weight vector proportional to the displacement between the two units
(arrows). (C) The pattern of intermediate connections between any two units i and j falls into one of the two types, up to a rotation.
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Fig. S3. Distributions of weight vector directions in various grid cell networks. The left column shows the spatial phases within a single grid tile for all of the
units in each network. The middle column shows either individual weight vector directions (top two cases) or polar distributions of large numbers of weight
vector directions (bottom two cases). The right column shows this distribution across 60 degrees of rotational symmetry with respect to the green lines, which
are aligned with the grid. (A) For evenly spaced spatial phases (same 9-cell network as Figs. 3 and S1 but rotated by 30 degrees), all 54 nonzero weight vectors
line up to the grid. (B) For a single example of a 6-cell network with random spatial phases (same network as Fig. 2), the directions of 36 weight vectors
obtained from Eq. S19 are distributed roughly evenly. (C) For a large number (5000) of 6-cell networks with random spatial phases chosen from a uniform
distribution on a hexagonal tile, a pattern emerges where there is a weak preference for directions out of phase with the grid. (D) For a single network with
500 cells, the weights solved from Eq. S19 show an even stronger preference for directions out of phase with the grid, in stark contrast to the network in A.
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